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Above: FoSC Race 20 Start with Glen Taylor on Pole, Damien Meyer in P2 with P4 Frank Donniaux’ Subaru WRXSti pushing in between.
Colin Dodds is in there, somewhere! Below: Half a lap later at the Fishhook with Damien deftly passing the Subaru under brakes! Photos: Ric Forster

Catering for AUSTIN HEALEY SPRITE and MG MIDGET enthusiasts

Getting ready for FoSC Race 20; in Wakefield Park Garage 23, Left: Glen Taylor & Right: Damien Meyer .

FoSC Race 3 Wakefield Park Dummy Grid with Glen Taylor P1 & Damien Meyer P2 with Greg Prunster in attendance.

Photo: Ric Forster
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THE SPRITE CAR CLUB OF AUSTRALIA INC.
ABN: 62879038-526

Club Patron: John Sprinzel
Committee 2009
President:
Greg Holden
0418 286 831
president@spriteclub.com
Vice President:
Keven Sly
(02) 9604 2010
vicepresident@spriteclub.com
Treasurer:
Les Payne
0416 020 466
treasurer@spriteclub.com
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Membership Secretary:
Annie Lawlor
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Greg Holden
0418 286 831
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Magazine Editor:
Ric Forster
0409 225 613
editor@spriteclub.com
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CSCA Delegate:
Paul Orton
0408 488 767
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Colin Dodds
0414 789 263
registrar@spriteclub.com
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Leah Holden
0418 286 831
president@spriteclub.com
Club Web Site:
Warren & Annie Lawlor
0421 783 985
spriteclub@spriteclub.com
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Barry Cockayne
0427 066 878
Librarian:
David Lawrence
(02) 9810 8982
Club Point Score:
Greg Holden 0418 286 831
General Committee:
Greg Strange (02) 9909 8607

A very happy Barry Cockayne after his first real Race in `Kermit’, with Colin Dodds

Marque Mentors:
Mk1 Sprite
Bert Langford
Colin Dodds
Mk2 Sprite
Neil Scott
Mk3 Sprite
Greg Strange
Keven Sly
1500 Midget
Greg Coonan

Photo: Ric Forster

(02) 9982 2293
0414 789 263
0409 326 021
(02) 9909 8607
(02) 9604 2010
(02) 4257 1307

All correspondence (except magazine contributions) to:
S.C.C.A.
P.O. Box 696
Kingswood NSW 2747
Magazine contributions to: editor@spriteclub.com
(Magazine contributions close 20th of each month)
General meetings are held at:
Start time: 7.30pm - Bistro Area)
(2nd Tuesday of each month)

Parramatta RSL
2 Macquarie Street
Parramatta NSW 2150

SCCA Web Site: www.spriteclub.com
SCCA Email list: http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/spridgets-aus/
A Membership Application is available at: www.spriteclub.com/general.html
Sprite Torque is available in full colour to all SCCA Members. Go to the SCCA Website,
click on the Members Only link, enter your username and password.

PLEASE NOTE: These are all honorary positions undertaken by private individuals in their
spare time. Please contact them at sensible times and accept that they may prefer to call you
back at a time more convenient to themselves.
The Sprite Car Club of Australia Inc. accepts no responsibility for the accuracy or reliability of
articles, correspondence, opinion or advertisements contained herein.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Our latest exploits in Western NSW were not dampened by the wet Long Weekend. Unfortunately Leah and I could not make the run, however the plans were set and at 8 o’clock they departed for Dubbo. A few were out for a while with slight ailments but all soldiered on and had a
great time riding around the zoo.
Further fun can also be had at next Easter National Challenge and an eager bunch have been
working in the background to put on this event.
We have lots of fun planned for the entire event with a theme night as well as a games night
based around car parts, etc.
Whether your interest is social activities or motor sport, get behind your State for the National
Challenge and see if we can knock the Victorians of their perch.
This is the time for you to go to the web site and express your interest in this fantastic weekend.
It is also time for you to consider our AGM. It is again being held at Liz and Graham Wells’ house
and will also coincide with our Christmas Party.
Are you happy with the direction of the Club, do you want to help mould the future direction of our
Club. If so is there an area of the Club you may be interested in helping with. Whether being Editorial to Social or Regalia, if the position interests you, talk to the current holder of the position
and see if you can help or fill a void.
It is nice to see the level of enthusiasm in base level competition with several members building
up club cars, some have traveled far and wide to pick up that illusive bargain while some have
found them much closer to home. All have been bargains in the eye of the buyer and I know that
some sellers have been deeply saddened by the passing on of their hopes and dreams
Speaking of track cars, mine is now back from the panel beaters with a `loverly’ paint job in a
nice standard colour. Since its return I have been busy putting bits and pieces on the car and
slowly making it look like a car again. The motor and gearbox are well on the way and hopefully it
will not be too long before the two of them are re-united with the car.
I will try and do a bit of an article on the cars restoration in coming months.
Cheers for now.
Greg Holden
President SCCA
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EDITORIAL
Apologies for the stuff-up in last month’s Social Calendar, but a last minute panic managed to update the
web page version and an loose page insert (thanks to Avis opening and inserting an errata page in all the
hard copy mail-outs) saved my bacon … I hope!
Strangely, it would appear that no one noticed my highly exaggerated typo in the caption of the photo in
last month’s HSRCA Competition Report, of the huntsman spider that dropped down on me whilst attempting a clutch bleed of the race car. He was only 50 millimetres, not centimetres, across, but two
inches even in the old Imperial system is still scary enough!
This month’s copy will be late since I have been busy preparing my race car for the FoSC Spring Meeting
at Wakefield Park on the 31st October and 1st November, and the magazine is due for the printer on the
first Tuesday of the month, which, unfortunately, is immediately after that meeting and almost a week earlier in the month than in the last months’.
Despite the weather looking somewhat inclement on the way down to Goulburn on Saturday morning, the
rain held off for a cool practice, but the weather steadily got hotter, and hotter, to the point where we
cooked on the dummy grid. Fortunately, the meeting was very well run with minimal delays which minimised the baking times. Unfortunately, during the second Group S race after launch, noticing that I was
rolling around too much and lifting the inside rear wheel on the `Fish-hook/Gurgler’, inspection showed
that the left anti-roll bar mounts had torn themselves out of the chassis rail! Bugger! That put an end to the
last two events of 14 and 8 laps and an earlier departure than expected. Lesson: Next time one is towed
off the track, (last meeting there) it will be mandatory to carefully inspect the tow-hook mount for damage
before it is aggravated by—ahem—driving it too hard! ;-)
Hope to see you at the SCCA SuperSprint at Oran Park Circuit next week for our last ever event there
and at the AGM and Christmas Party in December.
Happy Spridgeting,
Ric Forster

My unwanted passenger after being dispatched;
The Huntsman was approx 50cm in diameter as
photographed

Photo: Avis Fowler

Articles are preferred to be submitted in plain text or MS Word2003.doc format, and photos, either as 150
x 100 mm prints which I can scan and return to you, or as JPEG files of 150 dpi, or between 448 x 336
pixels up to1024 x 768 pixels, or a file size from 250KB up to 1.5MB max. Of course, later versions of MS
Word can be read, and higher resolutions can be handled, but these conversions all take time.
Editor’s Note: Please be aware that this Editor reserves the right to adjust the scope and formatting of correspondence and articles submitted for publication for the sake of brevity, space, and readability, and correct obvious spelling and grammatical inconsistencies, punctuation, and construction without, hopefully,
altering or detracting from the intent of the writer of the submissions. Mostly, MS Word does it for him! Ed
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NOTICES
FRIDAY RUNS
WHEN
Friday – 20 November

EVENT
Afternoon drive – dinner/chat
Coast road drive to Bundeena
Meet at: 3.30pm (Depart at 4.00)
Ruby’s Beach Café at Bulli

For more information contact Keith Smith on 4285 2056 or mobile 0418 627 889.

Sprite Torque ADVERTISING RATES
Attention, can your business prosper by advertising in Sprite Torque?
If so, then the following rates now apply.
Half page Black and White only $195.00 per annum
Full page Black and White only $300.00 per annum
As well as an advertisement in the printed magazine, you also will receive the same size advert,
as supplied, in colour in our electronic magazine as well as on our website.

ATTENTION: Members are advised that due to the time taken to compile and publish the
magazine, and the subsequent delays with mounting it upon the web and the printing and
posting of the hard copy, that they should frequently log onto the Club’s website at
<www.spriteclub.com> and check the Events and Members Only areas, and the 2010
Sprite National Challenge website <www.spritechallenge.com> for the latest news and details of the coming events.

NEW MEMBERS
Adele and Jeffrey Hirst
Robert Mule
Tony Oates
Bradley Forgeard
Eric Martin
To the new members, welcome, and hopefully you will get as much out of the Club as you put in.
(Note this Editor’s subtle hint to solicit more articles).

November 2009 Sprite Torque
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CORRESPONDENCE
From: Graham McDonald [mailto:….]
Sent: Thursday, 8 October 2009 10:50 PM
To: Greg Holden; 'Stephen Dive'; 'peter watters'; Editor
Subject: [Fwd: Re: Dubbo Trip]
…..
Thanks everyone for a great time. Joan is quite well now and enjoyed her time away despite her unexpected illness.
I have attached photos that may be useful for the magazine although some editing may be required. I'm not a good
photographer and it was hard seeing the image on the screen in broad daylight. Got an unexpected one of the elephant and also a good one of the tiger given how far away it was. Have some good photos of the cheetahs, giraffes,
buffalo, zebras and many others if you need. Steve just let me know. Ignore numbers I've dumped everything off the
memory card to clean it up.
I have also attached a Word document with full narrative for our part of the trip plus my dramas on Friday night. I'll
leave it to the editor for thumbs up or down in the magazine as part or separate to our main article. I was hoping it
would prompt others concerned with reliability/distance travel into coming along to other trips. I have also added
comments that might jog your memories for each of your sections.
Don't forget Colin's tardiness in exiting his car in the latter stages due to a sticky ignition lock. But I'm sure Steve
clearly won the reliability component hands down. I think adding oil/coolant(?) to a BMC car after a long trip is a
standard requirement.
Graham
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NOTICES

Sprite Car Club of Australia Incorporated.

PO Box
696 Kingswood. NSW 2747

AGENDA
SPRITE CAR CLUB OF AUSTRALIA INCORPORATED
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
DATE: Saturday December 12th, 2009, 4.00p.m.
PLACE: 6 Annangrove Rd. Kenthurst NSW
1.

Opening (Greg Holden)
Apologies
2.
Minutes of previous meeting (Graham Wells)
3.
Business arising from minutes
4.
Treasurer’s Report (Les Payne)
5.
President’s Report (Greg Holden)
6.
Election of Officers 2010 President
- Vice President
- Secretary
- Treasurer
- Club Captain
- Membership Secretary
- Editor
- Social Director
- Regalia
- CAMS Delegate
- CSCA Delegate
- General Committee
7.
General Business
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Nomination for 2010 SCCA Committee
I wish to nominate for the position of:……………………………………..
Name ………………………..

Signature……………………. Member No……….

Nominated by…………………… Signature……………………

Member No…………

Seconded by……………………… Signature…………………… Member No………….
Nominations must be completed & presented to the secretary 7 days prior to the AGM.

November 2009 Sprite Torque
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NOTICES, cont.

How can you help make the Sprite Car Club
valued by its members?
The administration of the Sprite Car Club is maintained by a volunteer committee of members. Committee roles
will be decided at the 12th December Annual General Meeting (AGM) – see the notice on the next page.
PRESIDENT- Easily the most prominent position, the President chairs club meetings, co-ordinates the work of the
Committee as a whole and acts in a statesman capacity from time to time.
VICE PRESIDENT- May be called upon to chair the meetings should the President not be available.
TREASURER -Looks after the club's financial matters and ensures that any club expenditure does not exceed its
income, most of the club's income being derived from membership renewals.
SECRETARY - performs the majority of the club's administrative work, taking care of incoming and out going
correspondence, preparing Minutes of our club meetings etc.., you get to meet and speak to a lot of interesting people.
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY - maintains records of our club’s members and membership. As this position is usually the
first point of contact for new members, you get to meet and speak to a lot of interesting people.
SOCIAL SECRETARY - co-ordinates the club’s social events. The Social Secretary often relies on members to
suggest suitable outings and assist with their organisation.
MAGAZINE EDITOR - the Editor/s produce the club magazine 11 times a year. In doing so the editor/s often
stumbles across a lot of interesting and fascinating information.
LIBRARIAN (appointed by committee)- maintains the club's collection of books and magazines which contain vast
amounts of fascinating information. The Librarian also administers a book loan scheme.
REGISTRAR & CLUB PLATES (appointed by committee) - maintains historical records about the club members cars.
The Club Registrar also administers the Club Plate scheme.
CLUB CAPTAIN - co-ordinates the clubs involvement in motorsport events.
CSCA DELEGATE - represents our club at meetings of the "Combined Sports Car Association" of which the Sprite
Car Club is an affiliate member.
CAMS DELEGATE - represents our club at meetings of the "Confederation of Australian Motor Sports" of which the
Sprite Car Club is a member .
CLUB REGALIA -This committee position maintains the Club's regalia stocks, and the purchase and investigation of
new regalia.
GENERAL COMMITTEE -A number of general committee positions exist to assist the other committee members and
for any other odd tasks that crop up from time to time. These positions are ideal for anyone contemplating taking on a
committee position as it gives them valuable exposure to how the committee operates.
MARQUE MENTORS (appointed by committee)- These positions are held by enthusiasts of a particular marque or
model of Sprite or Midget. These individuals are available to assist other members with any queries about their
particular model. The Marque Mentors are not necessarily experts on all topics, but can provide pointers.
WEB SITE & EMAIL (appointed by committee)- One of the most exciting positions involving the upkeep and update
of the Club's Internet site and email discussion list.
8
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NOTICES, cont.
Historic Conditional Registration in NSW
Conditional Registration is a form of registration, issued by the RTA, for vehicles over 30 years old, as close to original condition
as possible, and operated by a member of an RTA recognised club.
The RTA doesn’t define “as close to original as possible” but leaves that to each individual club to determine. In our case, the
SCCA Registrar makes the decision. We accept period modifications (such as disc brakes on Bugeyes, alloy wheels, fibreglass
bonnets) as long as the car appears original. There are a number of modifications which we will not accept (such as wildly flared
mudguards, engines or gearboxes other than BMC A-series, etc) unless it can be demonstrated that the modification was actually done “in the period”.
For a Registration Fee (including CTP) which hovers around $60 per year, Conditional Registration allows you to use your car:
• for events organised by your Club;
• for events organised by another Club or recognised community organization, provided an official invitation has been received and documented by your Club;
• for servicing (obtain fuel, check tyre pressures, charge battery, check brakes, etc) within a short distance from the place
of garaging;
• for the inspection of the vehicle; and
• for longer journeys where necessary, and where approved in advance by the Club’s Secretary or Registrar.
No, Conditional Registration doesn’t allow you to use the car for a trip to the supermarket, the beach, the pub or coffee shop. If
you use your vehicle for reasons other than as mentioned above, it will be considered unregistered and uninsured. The car that
you might hit, or the person that you might injure, could cost you your family home.
The Sprite Car Club of Australia has RTA approval to issue Conditional Registration documents to our members, and to arrange
for the renewal of Conditional Registration. We currently have 75 cars on Conditional Registration. Most of these are Sprites
and Midgets, but there are some other interesting cars on the list: AC Aceca, Morris Minor, Lamborghini Espada, MGB, XU1 Torana, Triumph Spitfire, to name a few.
To get a vehicle on Conditional Registration, it needs to be inspected by the Registrar, and some RTA paperwork needs to be
completed. The car needs to be in roadworthy condition, which can be demonstrated either by the Registrar’s inspection or by
presentation of a Safety Inspection Report (“Pink Slip”). It’s really that easy.
The SCCA decided many years ago to charge $100 for initial Conditional Registration, and for annual renewals. We pay the
RTA whatever their current fee happens to be, and the balance goes towards Club funds. However, in exchange for that contribution to the Club, the Member receives:
• a Certificate issued by the British Motor Vehicle Heritage Trust (applies to Sprites and Midgets only);
• free initial and annual inspection of the vehicle (which can save the cost of the Pink Slip);
• free entry to the SCCA Annual Concourse; and
• hassle-free registration renewal, as we take the paperwork to the RTA on your behalf.
Conditional Registration renewal is just as easy. As with your other vehicles, the RTA will mail you a Registration Renewal. Included with this will be an Historic Vehicle Declaration, which needs to be completed by both you and the SCCA Registrar. You
need to demonstrate that the vehicle is roadworthy (again, inspection by the Registrar or presentation of a Pink Slip), and hand
over the Registration Renewal accompanied by your $100 payment. The Registrar will then deliver the documentation to the
RTA, read the latest copies of Sprite Torque and Classic and Sportscar Magazine while he waits in the queue, renew your registration and mail you the windscreen label. What could be easier?
Conditional Registration is a privilege of membership of the SCCA, and not a right. The 75 cars mentioned above are saving our
Club members over $35,000 each and every year, simply because the RTA have authorised us to participate in the scheme. For
this reason, any breach of the RTA or the Club’s requirements regarding use of the vehicle, or renewal of the Registration, will be
taken very seriously. For the benefit of all other members involved, breaches will be reported to the RTA, and the member concerned counselled with regard to the matter. Continued breach of the regulations will result in the member’s expulsion from the
SCCA.
So you have a 30 year old vehicle and want know more about Conditional Registration? Just phone the Registrar.
Colin Dodds
Registrar, SCCA
ph: 0414 789 263
November 2009 Sprite Torque
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SOCIAL: OCTOBER LONG WEEKEND TO DUBBO ZOO
The Trip to Dubbo Zoo
Brought to you by:
Graham and Joan McDonald - MGB
Colin and Carol Dodds – Austin Sprite
Steve Dive – Mk II Sprite
Rob and Sharon Allen – Bugeye DHMC Replica
Peter and Judy Watters – Mk III Sprite
Pre-Trip Anxiety
Graham and Joan
Ever worried about your car’s reliability on one of these trips? Read on.

Photo: Graham MacDonald

Looking forward to another great weekend away, late Friday night I tried to start my Mark 1 MGB (Bridget)
only to see smoke rising from the bonnet. Inexplicably, the after market electronic points had fried
themselves.
Where did I put those mechanical points, condenser and most importantly the wiring? Can’t find my
proper feeler gauge anymore either. How do you set a 0.14” gap when you only have a mower feeler
gauge that is more than twice the required thickness? Answer: a broken hacksaw blade and a bench
grinder. Now just put the points into the distributor, connect the condenser and coil wires and I’m right.
The car is in a carport, it’s raining, and even with a lead light I couldn’t see very well. Great, the car still
won’t start. Wait on; one of the wires has broken from its connector. Seems the distributor wiring had
developed rigor mortis and required complete replacement. Connections were re-crimped and soldered
and the job’s done.
Still won’t start. I’ll have to check all the connections with a multimeter. Damn! It’s getting too late to try
and start the car any more without upsetting the neighbours. Might have to use Joan’s car, a 1985
Mitsubishi Colt (more fun than a Commodore and has full electronic ignition). Uh oh! Look at the time
now; better go in and pack, and hopefully check it out one last time in the morning.
Then lying in bed very early Saturday morning I thought “shouldn’t that insulator on the points go to the
other side of the connectors?” The answer was “yes”, and Bridget started in one instant. Clearly I’m
getting to old to work in the dark and also to remember how something was set up a year and a half ago.
Later Friday morning on the M4 heading to Blaxland, I passed a truck in the rain. The passenger’s side
wiper blade of the MG unclipped catching the windscreen surround also detaching the wiper arm from the
wiper mechanism. Rob and Sharon kindly stopping to make sure all was OK. It’s got to get better from
here, I thought, and it did but in stages.
Thanks to all who went along and for keeping an eye on Bridget whilst I tinkered.
Blaxland to Orange – Saturday morning – 3rd October
Colin and Carol
We were scheduled to meet at the Blaxland McDonalds at 8am. Google Maps says it takes 75 minutes to
get from Dural to Blaxland so we planned a 6:45 am departure. We were actually a little early for a
change, despite having to erect the Sprite’s soft top. It was still p!$$!ng down with rain, had been all
night. Although Carol and I much prefer driving with the roof off, it isn’t pleasant in the rain when you
have traffic lights and intersections to contend with.
About 15 minutes from home, 7am, the mobile phone rang. “What’s Col Skelton need me for” I thought,
as he’s one of few people who ring me that time of day. But no, it’s Graham, wanting to know if I had a
feeler gauge. “Sure, two or three sets, all at home. Why do you need one, and anyway, where are you?”
He was still at home, and needed the feeler gauges to adjust his points after the Electronic Ignition fried
itself. I suggested a torn off thumbnail, and refrained from saying “told you so” about the EI. For all
readers who have EI fitted, PLEASE carry spare points, condenser, fixing screws and if necessary, a
wiring diagram in the boot. They don’t take up any space, and it might save you a long wait for a tow truck.
10
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SOCIAL: OCTOBER LONG WEEKEND TO DUBBO ZOO, cont.
Google lied. We were at Blaxland with 20 minutes to spare. Steve was doing a perimeter check of
McDonalds whilst rolling his own, and Peter and Judy were inside enjoying Macca’s version of a hearty
breakfast. Carol and I joined them for a healthy yoghurt and fruit, and sausage and egg McMuffin. Rob
and Sharon arrived 10 minutes later, closely followed by Graham and Joan. We all stood around inside
while Graham stood in the rain re-attaching his windscreen wipers.
We topped up with BP Ultimate at Valley Heights, and Steve led us over the mountains towards Orange.
It rained most of the way. Peter and Judy were tail end Charlies with intermittent wipers (possibly drag on
the drive cable causing the motor to overheat) and the MGB was struggling on the hills with ignition timing
not quite correct. Graham didn’t feel much like getting out and adjusting it due to the constant rain.
We had morning tea at a truck stop on the way, then headed off to Orange. There’s a nice park on the
Western side of town, where we stopped, admired the flowers, adjusted the MGB timing, and dropped the
roof on the Sprite. Despite lots of encouragement, none of the other followed suit. Scared of the rain
perhaps.
Orange to Dubbo – Saturday morning
Graham and Joan
A comfort stop and fine weather at Orange provided opportunity to knock back the timing on Bridget.
Peter also realized an exhaust pipe mounting bracket had detached in his Sprite. Cable ties were used to
hopefully fix it.
After Orange the countryside becomes much flatter and the traffic quite light. The countryside was
surprisingly green although the closer to Dubbo the drier it became. Fields of rapeseed also made a
picturesque sight with its dark green foliage.
At Orange we had decided to stop for lunch at the Molong pub. Whilst the food was generous the plates
were not and my hamburger with the works was too big to eat without the need of a larger plate and
cutlery. Back on the road we achieved driver’s bliss. No traffic in front, fine weather and little distraction.
Wait on, wasn’t that a railway crossing we just went over at 100 kph without even slowing? Where were
the signs? Phew, seems they don’t remove old disused rail tracks up round here.
As feared, somewhere between Yeoval and Dubbo the heat and road conditions proved too much for the
plastic cable ties, and Peter’s exhaust repairs broke. This time Peter “found” some wire (that only
moments before had been part of a fence) which saw us through to Dubbo without further incident.
Arriving in Dubbo mid afternoon we headed straight to our accommodation. Thanks Greg, the rooms
were excellent and we can all highly recommend the Cattleman’s Country Motor Inn.
Dinner Saturday night was at the Westside Hotel Restaurant, corner Newell and Mitchell Highways. Was
that really Colin Dodds in long pants? The company and food was excellent and being only a short
walking distance from our accommodation made for an enjoyable evening.
Unfortunately Joan had managed to pick up a gastro bug somewhere, which left her with an
uncomfortable night and also sidelined her from further group dining sojourns until Monday morning.
Sunday at the Zoo – 4th October
Steve and Anne-less
It was a typical start at a good motel on Sunday morning, with most of us enjoying a hearty breakfast.
Unfortunately Joan had developed a strong upset stomach, possibly from the previous evening meal, and
forewent our brekky pleasure.
We arrived at the Zoo only five minutes away from home base, but then took a considerable time getting
through the gates due to the large number of visitors. Graham and Joan chose, understandably, to tour
the Zoo in the comfort of their MG, whilst Colin, Carol, Robert, Sharon and I succumbed to the lure of the
push bike.
November 2009 Sprite Torque
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SOCIAL: OCTOBER LONG WEEKEND TO DUBBO ZOO, cont.
Dubbo Zoo is ideally suited for push bikes being essentially flat, but the slight hills that were there soon
had us wondering as to what aches and pains would revisit us on the following morning. We were all obviously superb athletes as our concerns were completely unwarranted.
We spent around four enjoyable hours at the Zoo and were blessed with very pleasant weather on what
was a very changeable weekend. I believe I speak for all when I say that I found the visit highly rewarding
and that we would recommend the Zoo to anyone who has yet to experience its delights.
After the Zoo, Peter and Judy arranged for afternoon tea to be at Aladdin’s Cave Bottlehouse.
First on the tour was Jan Gilmore and Brian
Lewis's old wares collection, which extended
from two sheds into the extensive yard of the
property.
The Aladdin's Cave bottle house is their pride
and joy which took six years on and off for the
couple to complete. There are over 3000 bottles
in the walls and another 1000 bottles inside. Jan
has continued the theme throughout her gardens
with extensive scenes of fairy tales, with special
emphasis on pixies and fairies. Quite an effort to
construct, and certainly would be a treat for any
young child.
On our return to the motel, we enjoyed a relaxing
couple of hours chatting, where under considerable pressure from Colin and Carol, I was introduced to the dubious pleasure of alcohol. My dear friend
Anne who had been looking forward to the trip but fell ill, was at least saved from this descent into depravity.
Photo: Steve Watters

Monday – the run home to Sydney – 5th October
Rob and Sharon
On Monday morning it was decided we would
head home the most direct way, minus Peter &
Judy who were travelling to Newcastle. After
leaving about 9am, we had an uneventful drive
to Lithgow where we all had lunch. After saying
our farewells we travelled in convoy until we
were about to overtake a couple of tankers going
up through Victoria Pass and our car suddenly
lost power. Not good. After a short while we
were passed by Graham & Joan who thought we
had been waiting for them – no, sorry. The
Bugeye finally restarted, and we travelled along
until Mt Victoria where we wondered if the group
had continued along the Great Western HighPhoto: Steve Watters
way, or had turned to go via Richmond to miss
the weekend traffic. After we contacted Joan we continued towards Blackheath & Katoomba where we
finally caught up with the others. After a quick catch up we were all heading down the mountain into
heavy rain. Again at Hazelbrook our car decided to stop, but after some repairs under umbrellas we travelled to Dural with Colin & Carol then on to Lane Cove. The problem was later tracked down to a blocked
fuel filter.

12
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SOCIAL: OCTOBER LONG WEEKEND TO DUBBO ZOO, cont.
Monday – the run home to Sydney
Graham and Joan
It was decided to change the proposed route home to a more direct one for Joan’s benefit. Although as
the morning progressed it was clear Joan had completely recovered.
Good of you to wait for me on Victoria Pass, but it was only slow traffic holding me up, honest. No problems with the timing now and up Victoria Pass went Bridget briskly in third gear. Wait on I’m passing Rob
and Sharon, that’s strange. Ring, ring, “its Sharon we’ve got problems can you let Colin know”. That was
going to be hard as Colin wasn’t answering his phone and I was now sandwiched between two empty petrol tankers plus a lot of cars and no one was budging. Thankfully (I think) the skies were turning black
and Colin actually decided to pull over to put his roof up.
After Rob’s breakdown and running repairs I started the car only to find my wiper was loose again. Steve
waited for me to repair it and off we went home down the mountain through the hail and torrential rain,
which fortunately finally eased off approximately 5 minutes from home. We had water coming in everywhere it was so wet. I was also wet from the several stops and the car was continually fogging up. Just
think I had thought of taking Joan’s Colt at one stage. What would have been the fun in that, every thing
works and it doesn’t take in water?
Tuesday – the run home to the coast and Newcastle
Peter and Judy
Jude and I arrived from Dubbo ok, no dramas. We had a nice easy drive from Dubbo to Newcastle on a
beautiful sunny day. We left about 9.00am, stopped at Merriwah for coffee for about an hour and we arrived in Newcastle around 3.00pm. We stayed there for a week, left the following Saturday and arrived
home in Bulli at lunchtime. The only problem I had was that the horn stopped working, but I fixed it in
Newcastle.

SOCIAL: FRIDAY RUN—25th SEPTEMBER
Present were:
Mick Mellin; Mk IIA Sprite
Graham & Joan McDonald; Mk I MGB
Les & Shirley Bryant; Mk I Bugeye
Juliet Richardson & Keith Smith; MGF
Blue sky and sunshine made it a perfect spring day for a
topless drive. Due to several late inabilities reducing the
numbers on the day, a small but equal number of Sprites
and MGs set forth. For a change, the Bulli to Gerringong
run was chosen as a mainly highway run to give owners
the opportunity to stretch their Spritely legs. Road works
south of Albion Park are nearing completion, but still
gave the group the opportunity to negotiate the Esses at
Croom for possibly one of the last times.
Excellent views from north of Kiama to Gerringong complemented the weather and quickly made up for
the road works. Lunch was at Gerroa Boat Fisherman's Club with sweeping views of Seven Mile Beach.
Next month should see Keith's Bugeye finally on the tarmac although I think he could quickly get used to
the MGF. If you are not too worried about preparations for the concourse day and have the day free, why
not join us for our next outing.
Graham McDonald
November 2009 Sprite Torque
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COMING SOCIAL EVENTS/CALENDAR 2009/2010
MONTH

DAY/DATE

DRIVE

NOVEMBER

Friday, 20th

Afternoon drive - dinner/chat. Coast road drive to Bundeena. Meet at 3:30pm (Depart 4:00) Ruby’s Beach Café
at Bulli.
Contact: Keith Smith on 4285 2056 or mob 0418 627 889.

Sunday 22th

Sprite Drive to Valley Heights Locomotive Depot. Guided
tour by Steve Dive. Meet Claredon 9.00am (opp RAAF
Base Richmond). Depart 9.30am. Cost is $10 per person.
Concessions may be available to seniors / juniors. Food
and drink is available on-site.

Saturday, 12th

AGM & Club Christmas Party at 4:00pm sharp at
6 Annangrove Rd. Kenthurst NSW.

TBA

Proposed Fish-n-Chip run to Woy Woy

Friday 2nd to 5th
Easter Weekend

SCCA 50th Anniversary: 2010 Challenge

DECEMBER

2010
JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE
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COMING COMPETITION EVENTS/CALENDAR 2009/2010
MONTH

DATE

PROMOTER

VENUE

EVENT

NOVEMBER

7
7
21,22
28,29

Sprite Car Club of Aust
VHRR Historic Sandown
ARDC 6 Hour Relay Race
HSRCA All Historic Summer

Oran Park GP
Sandown
Eastern Creek
Eastern Creek

SuperSprint-R8
Historics
Team
Historics

19,20,21

VHRR Phillip Island Classic

Phillip Island

Classics

DECEMBER

2010
JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH

[CONFIRMED]
APRIL

2

nd

to 5

th

FoSC Easter Bathurst [CONFIRMED]

Mount Panorama

FoSC Winter Invitation [CONFIRMED]

Wakefield Park

Historic Sports

MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST

6th to 8th

Historic Sports

HUMOUR
To my darling husband,
Before you return from your overseas trip I just want
to let you know about the small accident I had with
the ute when I turned into the driveway.
Fortunately, not too bad and I really didn't get hurt, so
please don't worry too much about me.
I was coming home from K-Mart, and when I turned
into the driveway I accidentally pushed down on the
accelerator instead of the brake. The garage door is
slightly bent, but the ute fortunately came to a halt
when it bumped into your car.
I am really sorry, but I know with your kind-hearted
personality you will forgive me. You know how much I
love you and care for you my sweetheart. I am enclosing a picture for you. I cannot wait to hold you in
my arms again.
Your loving wife, XXX
P.S. Your girlfriend called.
November 2009 Sprite Torque
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COMPETITION REPORT OCTOBER 2009
FoSC Spring Invitation — Wakefield Park — 31 Oct - 1 Nov 2009
Whilst I don’t know who the SCCA members,
other than Barry Cockayne with his newly
acquired Bugeye `KERMIT’ were there on Friday
(to do his OLT, in which he succeeded by getting
his P plates), Saturday had he, and Judith Dorrell
in her bugeye both in Group Sa, myself (Ric
Forster) and Brian Weston (both in MG Midgets)
and Brett McManus in his MGB in Group Sb, Glen
Taylor (MGBGT-V8), Damien Meyer, and Colin
Dodds (both in MG Midgets) in Group Combined
Sports & Production Touring (Marque/IPRA),
Allan Bryson (Austin A30) in Group Na, and Dave
Lawrence (Healey 100/4) in Regularity 2.
Practice/Qualifying was started in overcast cool
conditions with a clean and warming track so most
put down good times. Dave Lawrence posted a
practice time of 1:37.0566 and consequently
nominated a time of 1:37.00. This enabled him to get
a 13th in Event 4 of 9 laps with 330 points loss from
being slower than the nomination. In Event 9 he
managed a 14th in 8 laps with 312 points lost, mainly
from being mostly faster than the nomination.
Consequently he renominated a 1:34.00 for all of
Sunday and in Event 15 he managed a 1st with only
69 points lost in 7 laps with zero points for lap 3 and
4 for lap 4. With a 4th and 123 points lost in 9 laps of Event 22, a 17th and 201 points in 6 laps of Event
26, and finally a 4th and 46 points lost in 4 laps of Event 31 with a much reduced field. You may say that
Dave had a good weekend and after taking off the numbers and putting his windscreen back on, he and
Kate drove the Healey home to Sydney in their usual style.
Sadly to say that in P4, the Event Director’s Select Group (EDSG), Allan Bryson lasted only until the top
of the hill in lap seven when the engine locked up with a con-rod through the side of the block putting an
end to his weekend. Mind you he made a very fast lap immediately beforehand of 1:24.9714. Maybe, too
fast! Much to his credit Allan didn’t stand around but spent the rest of the weekend as the Finish Line
Flaggie waving the chequered flag at us.
In Marque/IPRA Glen Taylor managed a
blinding 1:04.8488 to beat Damien with
1:05.4584 into pole and the rest of the field
of 25 cars including Colin Dodds with a 9th
place with 1:13.1067. In R3 Glen got away
well but Damien was trumped to T1 by
Frank Donniaux’ WRX Sti and slowed him
until lap 3 when he got past at the Fishhook
(see photo inside front cover). Colin DNF’d
after two laps and retired the car with a
broken valve/rocker system and decided
not to risk aggravating further damage with
bits floating about inside.
Damien throwing Sid late into
the Fishhook
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COMPETITION REPORT OCTOBER 2009, cont.
From here on it was a parade with Glen always in
front of Damien and winning in R8, 14, and 20,
until Damien withdrew with a suspected head
gasket blown, Glen running R25 after which he
also withdrew from the last race R30 with a
suspected gearbox problem Glen’s best time was
in R14 with a 1:03.4257, and Damien also in R14
with a 1:05.7686. Both of them gave the
spectators a fabulous sight with the quite
different sounds of their engines, and Damien
throwing `Sid’ into, and drifting through the
corners, with deft aplomb!
In Groups S, Brian Weston led the charge with
an 11th in the field of 24 Sa/b/c cars with a
Damien throwing Sid tight into the Fishhook and drifting over the curb 1:12.7559, with Brett McManus behind him with a
1:13.1293, myself 16th with a 1:15.4132 ( my
best fastest lap time ever at WP, and not to be bettered for the rest of the weekend as the weather
steadily heated up). Barry managed a 23rd with a 1:28.5036 ahead of Judith Dorrell with a 1:34.0326.
In R5, Brian again with an 11th with 1:12.2956 and Brett following him with a 1:12.7083, myself 17th with
Harry Brittain in his Lancia Fulvia pipping me to the post, and Barry once again 23rd. Judith appears to
have not completed the first lap; cause unknown. In R10, Brian moved up to 9th, Brett was a DNS, I got to
14th this time with me pipping Harry to the post after a great dice, Barry a 19th and Judith DNF’d on the
7th lap.
Sunday’s racing was getting very hot and in R16
Brian moved up to 8th, Brett to 11th, myself to
14th, Barry to 21st, none of us with better fastest
lap times, except Judith with her best fastest
laptime of 1:29.1698 beat Barry on the last lap to
20th with the winner lapping him the second time
around in the process. They had a great time.
R22 was much the same with Brian and Brett 9th
and 10th respectively, myself 12th and on my
own since Harry went home on Saturday, Judith
again beating Barry to 18th and 19th respectively
both with their best ever fastest lap times of
1:28.3050 and 1:28.2551 respectively.
Wondering why my car was lifting an inside rear wheel as well as
the front in the Fishhook and last corner, inspection showed that I
had torn the front left anti-roll bar support clean out of the chassis,
the result of, I suspect, a bad yank on the tow hook attached to it
last meeting at WP. So no more racing for me, either, or Brian who
had to leave for a meeting.
The last two races combined with `Invitees’ R27 of 12 laps saw a
field of 12 with Brett coming 4th, and Barry, 8th, ahead of Judith,
9th, both having lots of fun? with Bruce Smith at times getting in between and in the road…
That left the last race R32 of 8 laps with `Invitees’ totalling 5 cars with only Barry 3rd and Judith 4th out of
SCCA Group Sa AND Sb cars left to compete. They tell me that they had a lot of fun.
All in all, despite the withdrawals due to mechanical failure and work pressures, a good weekend of racing
Ric Forster
November 2009 Sprite Torque
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2010 CHALLENGE ENTRY

2010 Challenge
Where:
When:

Goulburn NSW
Easter April 2 – 4 2010

What we are planning for the Weekend
Thursday Welcome to Goulburn/Settle in
Friday

A day in Crookwell (approx 40km West of Goulburn); Concourse at Crookwell and an
Autokhana with Morning Tea and Lunch provided.
ALL DAY: Sydney Vintage Car Restorations will hold an inspection and demonstration of
their operation for those wishing to attend.

http://www.svcr.com.au/index.htm
Saturday A day at Wakefield Park as well as a social drive in the country

http://wakefieldpark.com.au/
18
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2010 CHALLENGE ENTRY, cont.
SuperSprint;

Wakefield Park (`Competitors’).

Coach tour of local area (social run for `Non-Competitors’) Coach Pick up at Wakefield Park.
Breakfast and Lunch provided.
Returning to Goulburn for a shower and Fancy Dress Dinner with a Wild, Wild West Theme.
Sunday

Social drive with observation and navigating skills.
Morning Tea and Lunch provided en route.
Returning to Goulburn for a shower and Presentation dinner.

Monday

Heading for Home.

The package is broken into several different alternatives:
1. `Competitor’:

SuperSprint Wakefield Park and Autokhana in Crookwell.

Thursday night till Monday. $595.00
2. `Social’:

Has a coach tour of Goulburn and surrounding area including a winery.
Thursday night till Monday. $545.00

3. `Helper’:

Friday morning till Monday. $490.00

Not a `Competitor’ or a `Social’ person, but willing to assist at the SuperSprint, Concourse and
Autokhana as needed. (NB: There are a limited number of helpers required.)
Thursday night till Monday. $485.00

Options:

Friday morning till Monday. $540.00

Single supplement add

Friday morning till Monday. $420.00
$60.00 per night.

To compete in SuperSprint only
Visit Sydney Motor Restorations

$140.00
$20.00 per person

Entry forms are available early October and we would like them returned by 30th November 2009, with a $250.00
deposit per person to enable us to finalise bookings. We would like a final payment being the balance of the option
taken, in by 28th February 2010.
All meals, accommodation, sporting and social outings for the duration in one entry fee. You would expect only to
have to pay for fuel, refreshments and the odd coffee from the time you arrive until the time you leave the event.
For further information and updates about the Challenge visit the website www.spritechallenge.com
or
Contact us at www.spriteclub.com
or
challenge@spriteclub.com
or
The Sprite Car Club of Australia Inc.
PO Box 696
Kingswood 2747 NSW
AUSTRALIA

November 2009 Sprite Torque
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2010 CHALLENGE ENTRY, cont.
2010 Challenge
ENTRY FORM
To be a part of this event.

Name:

________________________________________

Address: ________________________________________
Phone H: (___)________________ M: _________________
Email:

________________________________________

Car club: ________________________________________

Accommodation period:

4 nights / 3 nights

@ $595.00 / $540.00 = $

o

@ $545.00 / $490.00 = $

o

@ $485.00 / $420.00 = $

o

@

$200.00 = $

o

@

$20.00 = $

o

@

$60.00 = $ _________

Competitors: ____________________________________ N

Socials: ________________________________________ N
Helpers: (Numbers subject to confirmation) ____________ N

Children: (16yo and less) ___________________________ N
Sydney Vintage Car Restorations visit: ________________ N

$ extension

o

Single supplement per night: ________________________ N

Total estimated amount:
3 options for accommodation, please circle your preference, 1st in best dressed,

$

Family,

Double,

Twin share.

By joining this event I agree to abide by the decisions made by the organising committee.
One form accepted per family, as long each person is named on the form and each person signs.
Signed: _______________________
Dated: __________

Additional Family:
Name:

Signed:

Date:

Name:

Signed:

Date:

Name:

Signed:

Date:

Name:

Signed:

Date:

Name:

Signed:

Date:
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THE BUGEYE BARN
AUSTIN HEALEY SPRITE & MG MIDGET SPECIALISTS “Talk to someone who cares”
NEW PARTS FOR ALL MODELS
MECHANICAL – BODY – TRIM – ELECTRICAL – BADGES – GLASS & CHROME – SOFTOPS – RUBBER

RECONDITIONED SERVICES
WISHBONES – DAMPERS – CARBURETTORS – GEARBOXES – GAUGES – ENGINES

USED PARTS
CONSTANTLY CHANGING RANGE OF SERVICEABLE USED ITEMS
SPECIALISING IN HARD TO GET BITS – WE SOURCE WORLD WIDE

REPAIRS
ANYTHING FROM A HEADLIGHT GLOBE TO A FULL RESTORATION

COMPETITION AND PERFORMANCE
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE AND SUCCESS IN HISTORIC RACING AND TARGA STYLE
RALLIES. THE PARTS WE USE ARE THE ONES WE SELL.
AUSTRALIA WIDE MAIL ORDER SERVICE
Ask for our FREE CATALOGUE

TONY BENNETTO
PO BOX 47
UPPER FERNTREE GULLY 3156
Phone: 03 9758 8669 (& keep trying)

November 2009 Sprite Torque
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SCCA GENERAL MEETING REPORT
MINUTES OF GENERAL MEETING, 13th October, 2009
Venue: Parramatta RSL Club, Parramatta
Meeting commenced: 7.45 pm
Present:

9 members per attendance book.

Apologies:

Annie & Warren Lawlor, Paul Orton

Minutes of Previous Meeting: Moved accepted by L Payne, sec. B Cockayne, Carried
Business Arising:
- Colin Dodds reported that he & Annie Lawlor followed up on those members who have Concessional
Registration but had not renewed their membership. All but one have now renewed.
- Colin Dodds circulated some draft Convoy Rules & Ric Forster some comments. These will be discussed next meeting as there has not been sufficient time for them to be read.
Treasurer’s Report: Reported by L Payne.
Opening balance
$16,334.82
Income – membership
$1590.00
Expenditure - Snap printing
$362.20
- Cattlemans Hotel
$1,120.00
- Postage, mag
$74.35
- TCIS Insurance
$1,526.50
$3,088.05
Closing balance
$14,836.77
Outstanding cheques - BMC Leland Heritage $20.00
- Snap Printing
$266.40
Secretary’s Report: G Wells reported correspondence:
Incoming:
- Benchmark Awards Invoice
- TCIS insurance certificates
- Brochures: Whats In Your Paddock, Shannons Auction, RetroAutos, Drift Aust.
- Magazines: Morgan Ear, Tread, Depender, Goblins Gazette, Mascot, Mini Car Club, Flat Chat, Leyland
Heritage.
Outgoing:
Upper Lachlan Council re Crookwell 2010
Coming Events:
- The breakfast run on Sept. 13th went well but 15 people booked for breakfast & 35 turned up. The Café
managed to accommodate them all. After breakfast a number went to a Careflight fete & car display at
Tahmoor.
- Colin Dodds reported on the Dubbo weekend away which went well despite the wet weather.
- Keith Smith has organised a couple of mid-week runs.
- Concourse 25th October
- Steve Dive has organised a trip to the Valley View historic locomotive depot on November 22nd.
- Christmas Party & AGM on December 12th.
Competition: Ric Forster has put a report in Sprite Torque.
- CSCA Supersprint is all organised but we need volunteers. Notice in Sprite Torque.
- Eastern Creek booked for 2010 Supersprint but as Oran Park is closing most dates are full. All we could
get was the weekend after the Morgan round. Colin Dodds asked about Fairburn Park as a future venue.
November 2009 Sprite Torque
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SCCA GENERAL MEETING REPORT, cont.
2010 Challenge: G Holden reported on sub-committee activities.
- 40 motel rooms booked at Goulburn; mixture of twin, double & family. More available as bookings come
in.
- Crookwell council very helpful & we have Khanacross & Concourse sites as well as assistance with bus
tour & signpost drive. Khanacross site scoped out by Wendy & Ian Gibbs.
- Dinners will be at Soldiers Club in Goulburn…room booked.
- Wakefield Park booked for Supersprint.
Regalia: Greg Holden reported we still have a lot of T shirts which will be on sale at the Concourse &
AGM.
Concourse: Concourse is on 25th October at Gladesville Reserve. Need judging sheets, banners &
markers.
CAMS : Barry Cockayne reported no information received on State Development meeting next Saturday.
(Received by Secretary by email the next day)
Sprite Torque: Ric Forster reported the October issue is finished.
Technical Meetings: Greg Strange has nothing to report.
Membership: Renewals still coming in.
Web-site: Warren Lawlor was absent but in a general discussion a number of points were made.
- We need to encourage members to visit the web-site more often
- Maybe put dates & outline of events in Sprite Torque & details on web-site. This would assist with
changes in dates & venues but could be a problem for those without web access.
- Put a standard notice with event notices in Sprite Torque re checking the web-site for changes.
Club Constitution & Rules: This item was carried over from General Business last meeting. Barry
Cockayne has confirmed that we are operating under the standard “Model Rules” adopted at incorporation. This means that we do not have any special criteria defining the aims of the Club. Barry will look at a
drafting a constitutional amendment to cover this.
General Business:
1. Insurance. B Cockayne has had no further response from CAMS. We have renewed the TGIS policies. G Wells commented on recent Email from CMC re an additional policy from CAMS. Barry will continue to follow up on this.
2. Ross Reichardt asked about the “For Sale” section in the magazine & web-site. Can we run a
separate section open to general viewing on the web-site? Greg Holden will discuss with Warren Lawlor.
3. We have a contact section to Expressions of Interest on Challenge 2010 web-site. Secretaries Email
to be specified & G Wells will keep & update a data base.
Meeting closed at 9.50 p.m.
Next General Meeting: Tuesday, November 10th; Parramatta RSL Club, cnr. O’Connell & Macquarie
Sts., Parramatta at 7.30 p.m.
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Bob Rowntree Automotive
Sprite, Midget,
MGB, MGA

Creek Corner Warwick Farm 1967

MVRIC licensed. IAME No 92429

November 2009 Sprite Torque

Bringing you 40 years of Sprite
Service specialising in
• Precision engine building
• Gearbox overhauls
• Suspension rectification
• Front frame strengthening
• Diff housing rebuilding
• SU carb rebuilding
• Engine tuning
• Motorsport preparation
2 Kathleen Place, Thirlmere NSW 2572
Ph - 4683 0618, Mob - 0402 216 149
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PMO200 AT GOODWOOD
Some pictures from Goodwood that you may like to use in the next magazine (I should also knock up an
article for inclusion too).
I last saw this car at the Tony Elshof auction, Norwich, on 19th September 1999, whilst in storage a brick
wall had collapsed and squashed the Sprite. I have a video from the auction of the condition but it still
raised STG15k.
After seven years of restoration the puchaser, Paul Woolmer paraded the car, along with some eighty others as it had also been rallied by both Stirling and Pat Moss. Paul kindly invited me to take a seat and enjoy the ambience!
Dave Lawrence
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PMO200 AT GOODWOOD
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TORQUE TRADER
Advertising is free for private sellers and buyers,
just email or phone the Editor of Sprite Torque

THIS MONTH
WANTED
HARDTOP FOR MK3 SPRITE
Phone: COL WILSON ( 02 ) 6384.3292

FOR SALE
THE RED MG MIDGET

Roland McIntosh is SELLING his pride and joy.

Any one who has seen this car in action will tell you it is a very quick and well engineered full race car with
even more potential. It has a Simon Gardiner built engine (SPECS available) and will have a newly built
Bob Rowntree gearbox. There are wets and slicks and some spare diff ratios plus other bits.
PRICE >>>>>>>>>> Offers Around $22,800. Negotiable.
CONTACT ROLAND 0408 425 097 or (02)4829 8340
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Order your Regalia now
0418 286 831 or visit http://spriteclub.com/regalia.html
Mens & Ladies BIZTECH™ Evolution Jacket
Outer : 100% Coated Micro fibre Shell.
Lining: 100% Polyester Mesh + Polyester Taffeta. BIZTECH™
technology .
Waterproof Rating: 1,000mm inner membrane.
Breath ability Rating: 1,000g/m2. Fully seam sealed. Windproof.
Wind flap chin guard with stand up collar. Inside elastic closure for
wind/snow protection. Two-Way front zip with movable sliders. Outer
chest zippered vertical pocket with MP3 Player access from inside.
Concealed underarm zippered air vent. Two flap zippered front
pockets with metal puller. Adjustable Velcro rubber cuff closures.
Open inside right breast pocket, zippered inside left breast pocket.
Zipper access for embroidery

Colour

Black & Graphite

Nautical Blue & Navy

Polo Shirts
Mens & Ladies $35
Scarfs & Hats $15
Baseball Caps $20
Moto Shirts
$55
Polar Fleece
$45

Stadium Red & Black

These jackets will have two logos.

THESE JACKETS WILL BE ORDERED AS REQUIRED AND WILL BE A PRE-PAID ITEM.
$120.00 each
(There will be a cut off date for ordering these jackets as we need to order in reasonable numbers to get the best price,
so contact the regalia team immediately).

Dubbo Zoo Trip…

Photo: Steve Dive

